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Overcoming the Problem
of Induction: Science and
Religion as Ways of Knowing
ALAN PADGETT

Many public intellectuals today who are science-minded are critical of religion as
being irrational. This chapter begins by examining the rationality of science itself,
especially as presented in the well-known “problem of induction,” a problem going
back to the philosophy of David Hume. The author defends the rationality of induc
tive, or better informal reasoning, which is seen to be at work in both scientific and
theological rationality. Four theses concerning informal reasoning are defended: fal
libility, tradition, diversity, and contextuality. The author assumes the demise of clas
sical foundationalism, and develops some of the notions found in Thomas Reid’s
response to Hume. This exposition and defense of informal reasoning opens up the
possibility for a quite different, but equally legitimate, rationality for religious faith
seeking understanding.

The dialog between science and religion is a fascinating and important one. In chapter 57
I introduced the history of the complex interactions between Christianity and modern sci
ence in the West. In this chapter I will defend the rationality of religion as a way of knowing,
comparing it to the rationality of the natural and human sciences. I will argue for the
importance of both scientific knowledge and religious understanding in our world today.
Whether in China or North America, intellectuals should be wary of rejecting either the
teachings of science or the ways of religious wisdom. Modern cultures do not progress by
rejecting religion outright, but rather by embracing the proper place of religious wisdom in
a sophisticated and contemporary worldview. Despite the longstanding argument of sci
ence-minded atheists, which we briefly touched on in our previous chapter, a scientific
approach to thinking about reality does not mean we reject all religious truth-claims as
mere superstition.
Fortunately for us, we are living in exciting times for those interested in the interplay
between religion and science. Gone is the time when religion could be simply dismissed as
“anti-science” with any kind of intellectual integrity. The rise of the so-called “new atheism”
of Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris, and Christopher Hitchens is surprisingly ignorant of work
in philosophy of religion and academic religious studies. Authors like Dawkins still argue
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against religion on the basis of science, but with many scholars today I find such “scientism”
to be naive philosophically.1 My own work these past 15 years in the dialog between religion
and science is based upon the conviction that philosophy has a role to play in the religion
and science dialogue, and in the world of philosophy and religious studies Dawkins’ work is
particularly weak. Philosophy helps both scientists and religious believers to develop sophis
ticated understanding of their assumptions, approaches to understanding, and methodolo
gies. Bringing philosophy into the conversation between religion and science can help create
congenial atmosphere in which theology and science can go beyond dialogue, to collegiality.
Therefore in this second chapter we move from history to philosophy.
There can be a real mutuality between science and religion as ways of knowing, when
their differences are respected. Each discipline, science and theology, has a distinct approach
to the quest for truth, and these differences need to be better understood. Only in this way
does it make rational sense to bring them together again, when we can respect each mode
of inquiry as its own legitimate quest for truth. I also call this perspective the “mutuality
model” because I argue that specific sciences and theology, even though they have their
own domain as disciplines, can rationally influence each other in special situations with
out giving up the important distinctive and methods of each. I came to these conclusions
within the academic discipline of philosophy, in particular in considering the rationality of
modern science. Only after investigating the rationality of science and discovering its com
munal and personal dimensions did I then realize that much the same can be said of theo
logical knowledge. In particular the study of the problem of induction and the nature of
informal logic was very helpful in moving me toward a mutuality model for theology and
science. In this chapter I will introduce my solution to the so-called problem of induction,
and then explore its implications for both science and theology as legitimate ways of know
ing. My reply to David Hume’s famous problem of induction is therefore the epistemo
logical centerpiece to that harmony and mutuality which I promote between religion and
science.
So in this chapter we have three goals. First we will review the so-called problem of induc
tion. Second, we will defend the rationality of science against those who worry about induc
tive reasoning, or what I will prefer to call informal reasoning. Third, the results of our
investigation of informal reasoning will be applied to the rationality of theology. This will
help us respond to a common claim that religions do not provide us with truth because the
great world religions conflict with each other. To anticipate our conclusion, these contradic
tions are to be expected because of the traditional, communal, and participant-observer
character of religious quests for truth about sacred reality.

The Problem of Induction
The rise of modern science provided the gold standard of Enlightenment rationality for
most philosophers of the West in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In broad terms,
the problem is this: how can specific examples, even many of them, justify as true a univer
sal law of nature? Isn’t is always possible that the universal law has some evidence that
would falsify it? One instance of such counter-evidence would logically have to falsify the
law. So how are scientists justified in believing them to be universal?
As a philosopher I have long been interested in the traditional problem of induction,
especially in the light of recent moves in epistemology after the collapse of classical
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foundationalism. I believe both theology as an academic discipline, and all the special
sciences, depend upon informal reasoning for their epistemic warrant. In this account of
my solution to the problem of induction, I present four theses on informal reasoning for
discussion and critique, without pretending to prove or discuss each one fully. My pur
pose is to provide some further philosophical grounding for the mutuality model for
theology and science.
Ever since the work of Hume philosophers have wondered just how it is that induction
really works. No one, not even Hume, has really questioned the fact that induction is a nor
mal part of our everyday reasoning processes.2 It is in many ways a part of our common
sense. I assume water, which I needed to live yesterday, does not become poison today. I look
for a penny in the general area where I heard it drop. Based upon theory and careful exper
iment, I believe that matter is made up of tiny particles that cannot be directly observed.
Not one of these argument forms (real or implied) is deductive, and they all go beyond
direct experience. Examples could be multiplied a thousand fold. We do live by inductive
reasoning. Hume challenges us to find a justification for such reasoning. In this overview,
I take up Hume’s challenge.3 Thomas Reid, Hume’s fellow countryman and contemporary,
gave the best response to Hume’s challenge during his own lifetime. My own reply will fol
low, in broad outline, Reid’s reply to Hume.4 In particular, I follow Reid when it comes
to our everyday experiences. We depend upon our common sense, and our prior, prephilosophical assumptions, to justify our everyday inductions concerning the world around
us. But does that also apply to the special case of academic disciplines? Can our common
sense, everyday reasoning sustain the special sciences?
This further question is the topic of the current chapter. I hope to make some improve
ments upon Reid’s “common sense” approach. I will argue that the collapse of classical
foundationalism in recent epistemology provides the philosophical horizon for improving
upon his solution to Hume’s problem.
Henry Kyburg usefully distinguished between two types of problems for induction: the
problem of description and the problem of justification.5 The descriptive problem is one of
spelling out the general principles we use in good inductive arguments. For the most part,
I shall ignore the specifics of this problem in this chapter. The problem of justification is
one of giving reasons or grounds for the rationality of inductive principles. This is Hume’s
challenge, and the central focus of this chapter.

Reid’s Common-Sense Realism
Reid’s response to the challenge of Hume was to appeal to our “common sense.”6 Reid rec
ognized that the problem of induction is a philosopher’s puzzle. The fact that logicians have
not, so far, been able to solve this puzzle does not imply that induction is unreliable.7 We are
justified in relying upon induction because of its pervasive role in our everyday life, and
because is plays a part in the common sense of humanity. As he wrote in his 1764 treatise,
An Inquiry into the Human Mind:8
If there are certain principles, as I think there are, which the constitution of our nature leads us
to believe, and which we are under a necessity to take for granted in the common concerns
of life, without being able to give a reason for them - these are what we call the principles of
common sense; and what is manifestly contrary to them, is what we call absurd.
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Reid recognized, along with Kant, that there are certain principles of inductive argument,
which provide justification for our assessment of particular informal arguments.9 From
now on, I shall use the term “informal” instead of “inductive,” for reasons that will soon
become clear. Some of the principles of informal inference may be propositions, while
others are criteria for theory choice, which are perhaps best understood as epistemic value
judgments. These latter can be spelled out as propositions, but are typically discussed in
simpler format, often a single word (e.g., fruitfulness or parsimony).
Reids point that the problem of induction is a philosopher’s puzzle, which does not in
fact undermine our reliance upon it, has been clarified in the recent debate between externalism and internalism in epistemology. We should distinguish between a person being
justified in believing that p is true, and a person consciously seeking warrant (or justifica
tion) for one’s belief that p is true. A person may in fact be warranted (or justified) for
accepting some proposition, without being able to articulate that warrant.10 In other words,
we need to distinguish between justification as an activity (internal) from the state of being
justified (external). I take it that not only Reid, but most externalist or reliabilist epistemologists would accept this point. And there is surely something correct here.
There is a problem with the justification of informal inference, however, in those infre
quent cases when I may have cause to doubt some common-sense principle (or perhaps,
the manner in which I have brought common sense into language). A young boy raised in
a very honest small community will come to rely rationally upon the principle of testi
mony. All other things being equal, we should accept as true the sincere report of people
regarding some matter they are in good position to know. Without such a principle, or
something like it, we would know almost nothing in fact. However, the boy grows up and
moves to Metropolis, where liars and con artists soon teach him to modify the principle.
He may now wonder: is this principle in fact a reliable one, epistemically?. In seeking war
rant for the principles of informal arguments, we are in fact consciously seeking warrant
for our beliefs. I do not recommend this as a systematic program, d la Descartes, but there
are situations (such as incoherence among principles, or the case of our young friend)
that call for the investigation of our warrant for accepting these principles. In such situa
tions, even if one is rational to rely upon the deliverances of some informal inference, one
will want to investigate further to see why it is rational to rely upon them. I believe this is
particularly true in the academic disciplines. The development of special interests and
explanatory focus may call us to question our “common sense” assumptions. The history
of quantum mechanics in the twentieth century is a well-known example of what I have
in mind.
Hume challenged us to discover why it is we believe these “common sense” principles,
that is, to find the grounds for our rational reliance upon informal arguments to provide us
with knowledge. The fact that informal inferences are reliable for an individual in our eve
ryday settings is not at issue. Informal inferences can be reliable for a particular person in a
“normal” setting, even though logicians may not be able to discover why they are reliable.
The logician’s puzzle is: what warrant (if any) can we give for our reliance upon patterns of
informal inference when they are called into question? I am particularly interested, in this
essay, in the justification of informal reasoning within academic disciplines like theology or
specific sciences. I believe this is an important problem even if we normally are rational to
rely upon our “common sense” informal inferences. Notice that this question should come
in a particular, rather than in a general, form. To make any headway in this area, however,
we will need to clarify what an informal argument is.
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The nature of informal inference
Some good arguments are formal or deductive in character. These arguments are such that,
if their premisses are true, then their conclusions must (logically must) be true. Arguments
like this in ordinary language can, in principle at least, be expressed in a formal and sym
bolic manner that demonstrates their deductive character. I say “in principle” because there
is no universal, agreed upon logic accepted by all cultures. The logics we do have, moreover,
have not always been known. I will call all deductive arguments “formal” even if they are not
so expressed, because of this in-principle deductive structure. All other good arguments are
informal (that is, not formal or non-deductive).
In order to clarify this distinction, we need a different notion other than the standards of
validity and soundness, which are well-formed notions in formal logic.11 I should like to
add the idea of the assessment of an argument, to discover the epistemic support that the
premisses (if true) give to the conclusion. The sign of a good formal argument, then, will be
that the epistemic support is the strongest possible one: logically necessary. On the other
hand, a good informal argument will give epistemic support to its conclusion, without log
ically determining it. Let us call this “cogency.”12 Cogent informal arguments increase the
likelihood that their conclusions are true, but do not make them logically necessary.13 By the
“assessment” of an argument, then, in this technical sense, I will mean the investigation of
the strength of epistemic support that the premisses give to the conclusion.
In the sweep of Western cultural history, philosophers from Plato and Pythagoras to
Russell and Husserl have given priority to demonstrative, formal reasoning. The model for
such reasoning has been mathematics. In our day, as part of the rejection of classical or
radical foundationalism, we should learn to appreciate degrees of knowledge that are less
than logically necessary. By classical foundationalism we mean that epistemological pro
gram, at the heart of so much Western philosophy, which sought to ground our knowledge
claims upon “basic beliefs” (beliefs not founded upon other beliefs) that are “self-evident or
incorrigible or evident to the senses.”14 This is the program that Richard Rorty attacks
under the name “epistemology” in his Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature.15 Of course,
there are more types of epistemology, even in classical Western philosophy, than classical
foundationalism. This is a good thing, since classical foundationalism is in trouble. 1 will
simply assume, rather than argue, that classical foundationalism should be abandoned in
epistemology.
But if classical foundationalism should be rejected, so should the privileging of demon
strative reasoning over probable reasoning. After all, certain knowledge is notoriously dif
ficult to attain. In areas of philosophy important for human flourishing, such as the
philosophies of ethics, religion, science, politics, and beauty, almost all of our knowledge is
probable and fallible, rather than deductive. One could claim that probable knowledge is far
more important for human life than deductive knowledge. So why can we not begin to
value such knowledge, alongside deductive truths?16
Once we give up the opinion that only formal, deductive arguments are real arguments,
many of the so-called “problems” associated with induction disappear. A formal argument
is one whose validity depends upon the (in principle) logical structure of the argument, on
purely formal grounds. These arguments can be given symbolic structure. Informal argu
ments, however, are not formal. A full assessment of the argument cannot be carried out
merely by attention to their structure or symbolic form. The conclusion of an informal
argument trades upon the content of the premisses the way that a deductive argument
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trades upon the formal logical structure. To assess informal arguments, therefore, we must
pay attention to the meaning of the premisses and our background knowledge concerning
their content, in order to determine whether the argument is cogent. The structure or form
of an argument is important, of course. I am not denying this. But structure alone is not
sufficient in the case of informal arguments. This follows from the very fact that such argu
ments are informal. And yet, so many “problems with induction” have arisen because phi
losophers trained in symbolic logic have complained that the formal (symbolic) structure
of informal arguments are not formally valid.17 Of course they are not! All good informal
arguments must (logically must) be formally invalid. If they were formally valid, they would
be formal (deductive) arguments. To remind us of these facts, I call inductive reasoning
“informal,” hoping the name will press home the point that informal reasoning cannot be
assimilated to thinking along formal lines.
Let us take an example of this problem. Carl Hempel often discussed a paradox of induc
tion, called the “black raven paradox” or just the Hempel Paradox.18 J. L. Mackie once called
this the paradox of confirmation. This paradox arises from assuming that (in an informal
argument) “[i]f observations confirm one formulation of a hypothesis they confirm any
logically equivalent formulation.”19 Add to this the further assumption that “There is a black
raven” is to be understood as a material conditional (If x is a raven then x is black). It then
follows that the supposed general law that “All ravens are black” is supported not only by
“There is a black raven,” but also by, “There is a non-black non-raven”, for example, “There
is a blue car.” But our common sense tells us that “There is a blue car” does not help confirm
the law in question about black ravens.
The problem here lies in importing an idea from symbolic logic, namely the material
conditional, and imposing it upon the informal logic of simple induction. Since evaluating
an informal inference depends upon knowing the content of the statements, and an often
complex background of related knowledge, the way the hypothesis is stated is important to
our assessment of the argument. Hempel’s paradox rests upon a common problem. He
assimilates rules from formal logic into his analysis of what is best understood as an infor
mal argument. And this is just to misjudge the differences between formal and informal
logics. I am not arguing that cogent informal arguments may contain logical contradic
tions. We are talking instead of standards for assessing the epistemological weight that
premisses give to conclusions (evaluation). The rules for inference from one premiss to the
next (i.e., derivation) are often quite different in formal and informal arguments.
It also follows logically from a proper definition of informal inference that, for all good
informal inferences, the premisses will only make their conclusion likely to be true. All of
the premisses may be true, and the conclusion could still be false. Notice that this fact fol
lows from the very definition of “informal argument.” So this fact is not, and cannot be, a
“problem of induction.” On the contrary, it is a logical truth. In the philosophy of science,
for example, theories are supported by evidence through informal arguments.-0 This means
that theories will always be “underdetermined” by the data. It is logically necessary that, if
the sciences are based upon informal patterns of inference, their theories will be underde
termined by the evidence. If the evidence (premisses) determined the theory (conclusion)
by logical necessity, then we would have a formal (deductive) argument.
Good informal arguments, then, cannot be fully assessed on the basis of their structure
alone. Two informal arguments can have the same structure, and one can be cogent while
the other is not. Assessing informal arguments often depends crucially upon the semantics
of the argument, not its syntax. Of course clarifying the syntax or form of any argument is
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important, in the analysis of any argument. But to assess an informal argument, I need to
know the meaning of the premisses, and know something of what the argument is about.
Perhaps it is time for an example. Consider the following argument.

(1) Over the years, I have observed that when I fail to water my grass lawn in the summer,
the grass dies.
(2) While on summer vacation out of state, I learn that the lawn was not watered the
whole summer.
(3) I infer that, more likely than not, the grass on my lawn is dead, even though I have not
observed it (yet).
To assess the argument, I need to know some things about grass, water, lawns, and sum
mers. Abstract reasoning about “All Fs are G” is not really of any use. For consider the sym
bolic version of this argument:

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Some Gs (observed unwatered lawns during the summers) are F (dead).
Therefore, all Gs are F.
M (my lawn back home)is G.
Therefore M is F.

But this is not a formally valid argument, because of the step from (4) to (5). Although (7)
does follow from (5) and (6), (5) itself does not follow deductively from (4). Yet this is not
a “problem of induction.” Good informal arguments should not be assessed as one would a
formal argument.
An interesting corollary to the right understanding of the nature of informal inference
has to do with probability calculus. Some philosophers, following Thomas Bayes, respond
to Hume by turning to the mathematics of probability.21 But the probability calculus, when
used properly, is a kind of mathematical argument whose conclusions must (logically must)
be true. So the probability calculus is a kind of formal argument. The conclusion of a valid,
symbolic argument in the mathematics of probability must be true if the premisses are true.
So such arguments are formal, not informal, patterns of inference. If I know that 10 percent
of all Methodists are Canadians, and if about all I know about Debbie is that she is a
Methodist, then I know with logical certainly that the probability she is a Canadian is 0.1.
This is a formal (not an informal) argument, even though it is about probability. Perhaps
we should use the term “likelihood” for informal support for conclusions, rather than prob
ability, to avoid confusing them. In any case, in Bayesian terms, a full assessment of an
informal argument must include the specific reasons why evidence E makes one hypothesis
(HI) rather than another (H2) probable. Merely knowing in the abstract that P(H1/
E&K)>P(H2/E&K) does not allow me to assess the argument fully. The starting probabili
ties in a Baysean argument are usually known on informal grounds. So while the Bayesian
calculus may well be helpful in some areas, we cannot rely upon it alone to assess informal
arguments.22
I have stated that in order to assess an informal argument, like the one given about my
unfortunate lawn, we need to know something about the subject of the argument. That is,
in informal arguments we need background knowledge about the premisses and the objects
being discussed, in order to assess the likelihood that the conclusion is true.23 How likely is
it, for example, that there might have been enough rain over summer to keep my lawn alive?
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But that is not all we need to know. We also need to have a good grasp of the principles of
informal inference. These principles, I will argue, differ slightly from discipline to disci
pline. So chemists, for example, need to be trained in the practice of natural scientific rea
soning, just as detectives need to be trained in the science of good detective work. This
brings us, then, to the principles of “common sense” which Reid believed included the
principles of sound reasoning.

Tradition and Reason in the Principles
of Informal Inference

Postfoundational theses
There are four theses that I will propose concerning the “principles of induction,” which go
beyond Reid’s position on the “self-evident” character of the principles of reason.24 The
positions which I present for discussion presuppose the collapse of classical foundationalism.25 At the same time, I do seek some kind of ground or basis for our acceptance of these
principles and propositions, even if not classical foundations. Is that not a contradiction?
I The fallibilist thesis and noetic warrant

In the presence of a reason for doubt, rational people will seek justification or warrant for
our beliefs. The Cartesian program of radical doubt should be avoided, but in the presence
of reasonable doubt, some further analysis is reasonable. This seeking of grounds or reasons
is not classical foundationalism, just because I agree that these grounds may be fallible. On
the other hand, given some reason for doubting a belief, it is reasonable to ask the question,
“Why should I believe it?” I should like to present two fallible grounds upon which we
might seek justification for informal principles of reasoning within academic disciplines.
Broadly speaking, these grounds will be reason and tradition. Let us begin with reason.
In looking at the grounds for our faith in informal reasoning, Hume overlooked a pos
sible ground for the principles of informal inference. This is a problem with Hume’s criti
cism of informal reasoning. Hume presents us with only two options, when in fact a third
possibility exists. Thus, his argument commits the fallacy of a false dilemma. Hume’s argu
ment relies upon the claim that knowledge is based either on deduction d la mathematics,
or on impressions (sensations). But it is surely possible that inductive arguments are based
on principles that are known by rational intuition, but are not necessary truths like math
ematics. This was the view of both Kant and Reid, in their response to Hume. This option
is one that I believe is fruitful for understanding the bases of inductive reasoning.
I suggest we develop a falliblist notion of rational insight as warrant or justification,26
which I will call “noetic warrant.” Leibniz, Hume, Kant, and other philosophers assimilate
principles of reason to the example of mathematics (or in more modern cases, symbolic
logic). In this they surely do philosophy a disservice. Our claim to know something by rea
son does not imply that the idea is necessary and universally applicable, at least not in every
case. Some principles may not be logically necessary, while others may be limited in the
kind of circumstances in which they apply. I propose that we find another category of
rational judgment at the foundation of our acceptance of informal argument.27 Let us call a
“noetic concept” any idea which, it is proposed, we accept on the basis of so-called a priori
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or noetic warrant. Noetic concepts may be propositions, epistemic values, definitions, or
criteria. Now the warrant for a proposed noetic concept comes (at least in part) from
rational intuition. This implies a process of seeking warrant for such propositions or princi
ples. Noetic warrant makes a claim to knowledge that:
1)
2)
3)
4)

may arise in the context of experience, but
goes beyond the deliverances of experience, strictly understood, to assert an insight or
intuition into the subject based upon reason.
what is known in this way does not have to be necessary and universal.28
the claims we make to noetic warrant may be wrong.

On this falliblist understanding of noetic warrant, we have moved from all to some: some
appeal to rational insight makes the warrant for our concept noetic, even if it is mixed with
an appeal to experience. Of course, it may be that all of the warrant is purely rational, but it
need not be that way. Given this mixed idea of noetic warrant, it makes sense to test, exam
ine, and explore supposed noetic concepts. This is the sort of reasoning that is typical con
cerning moral first principles. I believe that Putnam points us in the right direction when
he argued that (so-called) a priori truths - which I call noetic concepts have the character of maxims - general principles that are not, or at least may not be, excep
tionless, and they involve “generic,” or somewhat pre-theorietical, notions rather than the (sup
posedly) perfectly precise notions of an ideal theory in the exact sciences.29
It is points (1), (3), and (4) that make this notion of noetic warrant different from Humes
“relations of ideas” and Kant’s “a priori judgment.” Examples of such noetic concepts would
be logical truths like modus ponens, the principle that only real things have causal efficacy,
rational criteria for theory choice, or basic moral truths. On the other hand, I agree that
sometimes epistemic warrant is based fully upon experience. So another category would be
“empirical warrant”,that is, a posteriori warrant for some proposition.
The typical claim, since Leibniz, is that the truths of reason must be necessary. But Kripke
has, I believe, given us good reasons to affirm that some noetic concepts may be about con
tingent things. Richard Swinburne, in a careful reply to Kripke, gives several possible defini
tions of “necessity” and “a priori” and this seems right.30 There is indeed more than one
meaning to these words. I am willing to accept the proposal that all noetic warrant is based
upon “necessity,” given the large and flexible definitions of necessity that Swinburne devel
ops. Reid certainly had, for example, a much larger conception of necessity than logical
necessity.31 Perhaps we will develop our notions of necessity even more over time. But 1 am
not committed to this thesis. I suggest that we simply look and see. What I wish to deny,
however, is that all noetic concepts are “necessary” in the sense of logically necessary.
A noetic concept, then, does not have to be an analytic proposition. The fact that “every
colored object takes up space” is something known to be true on the basis of noetic warrant,
and not simply from experience alone. We can state this fact in different words (“All colored
things are spatial things,” etc.), but any argument for it assumes its truth in some way. Yet it
is not an analytic truth, in the strict sense of “contained in the meaning of the words.” The
meaning of “colored” does not logically include the notion of “spatial.” It is reasonable, on
the other hand, to assume that this noetic concept is a metaphysical truth. In any possible
world story, whenever we instantiate the property of being colored, we likewise instantiate
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(by implication) “being spatial.” But this noetic concept is not an analytic truth, because
“being colored” does not include in its meaning “being spatial ” This conclusion is hardly
surprising, however, since being analytic is a logical property, while “known to be true on
the basis of noetic warrant” is an epistemological property.32
Noetic warrant is not based upon logical arguments, nor simply the accumulation of
experiences (although they may arise from and be stimulated by our encounter with the
world). The warrant by which we agree that proposed noetic concepts are true comes from
rational reflection upon the proposition (criterion, etc.). This rational reflection is what
I call noetic warrant. How do we know when some proposition is genuinely noetic, rather
than empirical? Two signs or symptoms point the way. First, any attempt to explain our
concept ends up assuming it (or something like it). To draw another example from ethics,
it is very hard to explain why doing and being ethically good is to be pursued without
assuming this to be true already. In other words, careful analysis of why a person should
believe this proposed noetic concept shows that it is not based simply upon cumulative
experience, nor upon some argument. Second, our grounds for knowing the concept have
the air of rational insight, intuition, or appeal to reason. To take an example from logic,
when we reflect upon why we believe the law of non-contradiction we find ourselves appeal
ing to rational insight, and not to cumulative experience. Another way of putting this same
point is, the quality that makes this true belief qualify as knowledge is rational-plus-empir
ical, and not merely empirical alone.
The claim to know some truth noetically is not an arbitrary one. Since noetic concepts
are not always logically necessary, it makes sense to test and explore our noetic warrant. For
example, some statements we hold to be true through noetic warrant will be analytic, and
others will be synthetic. Only by exploring the nature of our noetic concepts can we know
if one is synthetic or analytic. Once this is determined, then we can also explore the truth of
our proposed concept. This exploration or assessment is not a kind of verification or proof.
Herbert Feigl made the important distinction, concerning the rational exploration of the
first principles of reason, between verification and vindication” While basic principles can
not be verified, since they are at the foundations of rationality, they can be vindicated. They
can be explained by being clarified, and set within a system of ideas, which expands upon
them and demonstrates their use.34 I am proposing, then, that we seek vindication for the
principles of informal inference.
In one place, Reid seems to have understood this point. He wrote,

The most simple operations of the mind, admit not of a logical definition: all we can do is to
describe them, so as to lead those who are conscious of them in themselves, to attend to them,
and reflect upon them; and it is often very difficult to describe them so as to answer this
intention.35
This notion of needing to further clarify and define the “simple operations of the mind” is
part of what a good vindication does. We may also, along the way, need to correct our noetic
concepts.
There are at least three ways in which our acceptance of a noetic concept can be made
more sure. One is by further empirical exploration. Are there other areas of knowledge and
experience, not originally considered, that help us to believe (or disbelieve) in the principle
under consideration? Such empirical considerations helps our sense of surety about our
warrant, but should not mean that the noetic warrant is based upon experience alone. If we
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find that, after all, the warrant is based upon experience alone, then we discover that it is not
noetic, but empirical warrant.
Second, the principle can be placed within a larger system of which it is a part, and
which helps make sense of it. To the extent that the larger system is credible, so too will our
principle be. Sometimes basic principles of a worldview can only be tested in experience,
over a long history, and in dialogue - even conflict - with rival traditions and worldviews.36
Third, we can explore the implications of our principle, given our other beliefs, and exam
ine these implications. So, for example, modus ponens is as secure a noetic concept as any.
One can, of course, test it to see if it makes sense in terms of ordinary reasoning processes.
We can place it in a larger system of formal logic, and see its implication for other forms
of reasoning, examining these implications as well. So too the moral principle that “it is
good to help those in need” or something like it (say the principle of benevolence) can be
tested by comparison with standard examples of goodness. It can be placed in a larger
frame of ethical theory, and its implications can be questioned by borderline cases. Claims
to noetic truth, then, may fail the test: what we thought was based upon reason may not
have been.
Hard-nosed skeptics may be thinking something like along these lines. “Very well. You
have defined a type of reasoning that, if there is any such, improves upon Reid’s solution to
the problem of induction. But are there any of these ‘noetic concepts’ which are synthetic?
If so, show me!” Let us take, then, an example from scientific reasoning. One type of infor
mal argument is the inference to the best explanation (or better, inference that an explana
tion is best), and one criterion for a good explanation is that of comprehensiveness. The
best explanation covers all the relevant data. Is this criterion empirical? Have we looked at
lots and lots of good explanations to come to this conclusion? Of course not. It is a rational
requirement, not an empirical conclusion. So the criterion of comprehensiveness is noetic.
Perhaps, then, it is analytic. Yet its denial is coherent and possible, and its truth does not
come from the meaning of the words in the sentence. Only an arbitrary, ad hoc definition
of “good explanation” as “covering all the data” can possibly validate an argument that this
criterion is analytic. I can prove any statement is analytic with such logic! “The moon is
made of green cheese,” for example, is analytic when we define the moon as “a verdant heav
enly body composed of moldy milk products.” One will have to argue that we use “good
explanation” to always mean “covers all the data” - but that is not true to our use of these
terms in science and philosophy.37 Sometimes a “good explanation” is one that satisfies the
questioner, for example. The criterion, then, is not analytic. So it is synthetic. The criterion
of comprehensiveness, then, is a synthetic noetic concept.
The principles that underlie induction, therefore, may be justified (in part) by noetic
warrants. Some of these noetic concepts may be necessary propositions; others may not. In
this way we can advance Reid’s solution to the problem of induction, and also avoid the
objections to “aphorism” voiced by many philosophers of science today who are heirs to
Hume.
II The tradition thesis

From the definition of informal inference, to recap, I have argued that we need to know the
content of the argument (its formal and informal character - its semantics and its syntax)
in order to assess the strength of the argument. This further requires both a background
knowledge concerning the subject(s) of the argument, and some grasp of the standards of
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informal inference relevant for that subject. These standards must be learned, just like the
background knowledge. To become an excellent chemist, for example, is not only to learn
the facts and theories of chemistry. It is to be inducted into a particular history and tradi
tion of standards of argument.
Pierre Duhem, early in the last century, gave an oft-quoted example of a visitor to a phys
ics lab. A scientist is engaged in an experiment to measure electric resistance, but the visitor
(who is not a scientist) only sees the oscillations of an iron bar which carries a mirror. The
visitor asks the scientist what he is up to. “Measuring electric resistance” is the answer. When
the visitor asks the scientist what mirrors and iron bars have to do with electric resistance,
he is told to take a course in electricity: the explanation would be a very long one!38 In cases
like these, we can see that informal arguments (about electricity or other things) depend
crucially upon important training. As N. R. Hanson rightly argued, “physical science is not
just a systematic exposure of the senses to the world; it is also a way of thinking about the
world, of forming conceptions.”39 In a similar way, Stephen Toulmin argued in The Uses of
Argument that our standards of good argument are “field-dependent.”40 To learn the sci
ences is, in part, to be trained in a particular way of forming conceptions. Lawyers, too, go
through such training. But the kind of informal thinking typical of law is quite different
from that of natural science. Both practices are rational, yet they are not identical in their
standards of what counts as good informal argument.
Perhaps the whole of Kuhns philosophy of science cannot be accepted, yet he wrote one
of the most influential academic books of the last century. His notion of “paradigms” at the
basis of scientific practice and rationality has been widely accepted, and rightly so. But a
paradigm includes both background facts and theories, as well as standards of rationality.
Since Kuhn notoriously failed to give much of a definition of “paradigm” (a word he bor
rowed from Wittgenstein), perhaps I ought to indicate how I use the word. To students I
explain that a scientific paradigm rests between a “theory” and an entire “worldview,” and
includes elements of both. Paradigms ground the traditions of rational inquiry in the
humanities and sciences, including background knowledge and value judgments. Almost
all of them find this a helpful comment, although it is also not a definition. Still, by a careful
definition of “theory” in science, along with “worldview,” we can use this concept of
“between” to specific somewhat what a paradigm is.
The role of paradigms in scientific inference would indicate that we learn such standards,
along with facts and theories, when we are initiated into a particular academic discipline.
Imre Lakatos developed this notion further, with his theory of rival “research programmes”
which have conflicting histories of development, conjecture, theories and practices within
a particular science or academic discipline.411 believe that Lakatos is right when he claimed
that his theory of research programs is superior to the philosophy of science of both Kuhn
and Karl Popper. Larry Laudan has developed these ideas in helpful directions, correcting
Lakatos at some crucial points.42 But in broad terms, the point of a research program for
our thesis is that such programs are (among other things) traditions of inquiry. Call them
paradigms or research programs, scientific reasoning comes in traditional packages.43 We
may wish to borrow the term “doxastic practice” from William Alston, to speak of such
traditional, learned rationality.44 This includes the standards of informal reasoning accepted
within that particular tradition.
The implications of this for the “problem of induction” are significant. For if a particu
lar standard of good informal inference is an established part of a successful, progressive,
and long-term research program, that standard has prima facie justification. We will need
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some reason to doubt that standard, before we spend our precious time upon this earth in
exploring the warrant for our belief in that standard. But what are these standards of infor
mal inference?

Ill The diversity thesis
Reid believed that there was a short list of principles and faculties belonging to common
sense, that are found at the foundations of our faith in perception and informal reasoning.45
Despite the work of logicians like Mill and Russell, no one has made a convincing and com
plete list of such principles. I propose we give up the quest for a short list of self-evident
principles. Instead, let us accept the fact that informal inference is a very varied practice,
with many basic principles which guide good inference.46 Since there are so many different
kinds and patterns of informal inference, why should we think that there is some simple list
of principles that underlie all informal reasoning? In the examination of part icular forms of
informal inference, we may find some similarities; but I expect we will discover a number
of differences as well. Only careful and sustained exploration will clarify the number and
scope of the principles of induction, and indeed we may never discover them all. Informal
inference is certainly not based upon some simplistic principle, like “the uniformity of
nature.”
There may in fact be more than one explanation for why we accept a particular informal
argument. Let us take an example from Nelson Goodman.

(8) All observed emeralds have been green.
(9) Probably, the greenness of emeralds is a product of the chemical make-up of the
mineral.
(10) The chemical make-up of a mineral is stable across time and space.
(11) Probably, all emeralds are green.
The meaning of “probably” in these statements is: more likely to be true than any alternative
hypothesis. What reasons can we give for accepting this particular informal argument? First,
we should note that (9) is a proposed explanation for (8). So the first move is an instance of
what Peirce called “retroduction,” that is, inference that some explanation is better than
rival hypotheses. Assessing the likelihood of this first step in the argument would require a
good deal of chemical evidence and background knowledge. We would need to know the
physical basis for color, and the chemical analysis of emeralds. Given all the data, we could
then argue for (9), using the standards of argument found in the central research programs
of physical chemistry.
Notice how our evaluation, so far, vindicates our major points already made in this essay.
Assessing this informal argument required knowledge of the particular things and proper
ties the argument is about. Merely formal issues may be necessary, but they are not suffi
cient. The argument that (9) is the best explanation for the fact of (8) will not be based
upon data alone. It will also include principles for theory assessment in chemistry, and in
general the “paradigm” of current chemical science. We may need to rely upon a principle
of simplicity for physical properties within proposed chemical theories, for example, in
order to rule out colors such as “grue” for minerals.47 It is hard to specify in advance all of
the principles and criteria we might need to substantiate the truth of (9) based (in part)
upon (8). So our example also validates our diversity thesis.
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Some have argued that there could be a nearly infinite number of hypotheses that fit the
same facts. This is logically possible, but once again smuggles standards of argument from
formal logic into the consideration of informal inference. In the actual practice of chemis
try, there will be a limited number of hypotheses to explain a focused and limited amount
of chemical data concerning some material. We do not, in informal inference, have to argue
against all logically possible hypotheses, but merely against those actual hypotheses that
investigators (including oneself), trained in the same traditions of inquiry, put forward.48
This places a difficult burden upon those who would reject some theory in science: propose
a better one! Simply poking holes in the current theories, without a new proposal, will not
advance science in the long run.49
Let us assume that, in a context of actual rival chemical hypotheses, we have given a good
argument for (9) based upon (8). What about the next step? Here there are a number of
metaphysical commitments that we rely upon in our move from (9) to (11). For example,
we assert in (10) that central features of the chemical make-up of a mineral are part of the
essential properties of that mineral. The standard example among philosophers of science
is, “water is H,O.” We also assume that, in this particular case, the color green is a symptom
of those essential properties. Now it is certainly logically possible that we may be wrong. Yet
an important point must be made, in order to avoid a modal fallacy. Just because it is logi
cally possible that I may be wrong, it does not follow that I am wrong. This is a modal fal
lacy, which some critics of induction need to avoid. What we need is some reason to believe
that (11) is false, given (9) and (10). The mere logical possibility of error is simply a part of the
very nature of informal inference, and should be ignored. “Somewhere within the realm of
logical possibility may be lurking a defeater, but until it rears its ugly head, we need pay it
no mind.”50 Of course, the critic may feel that anything less than logical certainty does not
count as knowledge: but this is an opinion we have already discussed and rejected along
with other elements of classical foundationalism.
The reasons, then, that (9) and (10) are good evidence for (11) are diverse. There is no
simple principle at work here, but a detailed knowledge of the chemical make-up of emer
alds, in the context of broad chemical knowledge concerning crystals, colors, and the doxastic practices of our chemical paradigm.
IV The contextual thesis

One important reason there is great diversity among the principles of informal inference is
the great variety of such patterns of reasoning. Another reason, however, has to do with the
many areas of research in which we use informal inference. If rationality is a traditional
practice, it follows that there may well be principles of good informal argument which dif
fer from science to science, and from discipline to discipline. Toulmin argued for this some
time ago, following some of the insights of Wittgenstein. The principle of simplicity, for
example, is one example of a principle of informal inference. But simplicity of theory in
mathematics will be quite different from simplicity of theory in biology.
To take another example, the fictional detective Sherlock Holmes once remarked that
(concerning criminal investigations) once we eliminate the impossible, whatever is left,
however improbable, must be true.51 This principle is one that may help us decide who
committed some crime. But it is of doubtful use in other areas of investigation, say, con
cerning theories of the origin of life. In the case of Sherlock’s principle, one can reasonably
assume we have a complete list of all possible explanations for the crime. Given the evidence
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of the crime, we can create a reasonable list of all possible suspects and means. If we can
eliminate some as impossible, the others must (if our assumptions are true) be the answer.
This principle can, in fact, be verified by deductive logic. But this principle cannot be used
universally. In the area of prebiotic evolution, which falls in the discipline of chemistry, we
have no reason whatsoever to believe that we know all the possible ways in which life could
possibly arise. Eliminating some theories as impossible, in this case, does not mean that
whatever is left, however improbable, must be true.
The principle of contextuality does not claim that these principles are invalid because
they are not universally applicable. Instead, contextuality follows from the fact that we
must know about the objects and properties involved in an informal argument, in order
to assess its soundness or cogency. The more we understand about the things the prem
isses are asserting and assuming, the better able we are to assess the strength of the argu
ment. If different disciplines and traditions of argument are involved in assessing
informal arguments, it should not be surprising that criteria for what counts as a good
inductive argument may differ from discipline to discipline. There are indeed general
and abstract principles of inductive argument that apply to all disciplines. These are usu
ally discussed in textbooks about critical thinking and formal logic. The law of non
contradiction, applied to what counts as a good theory, would be an example of such a
general rule. But even these will need to be contextualized, to spell out their significance
for the particular argument being assessed. And there will be plenty of room for argu
ment about the meaning of these principles for particular arguments. Finally, in addition
to these general principles there will be special principles that have been developed
within each discipline.
Thomas Kuhn is one philosopher of science who famously argued for the contextual
thesis.52 “[E]ach paradigm will be shown to satisfy more or less criteria that it dictates
for itself and to fall short of those dictated by its opponents.”53 This led him to conclude
that choice between paradigms is a matter of “a mixture of objective and subjective fac
tors, or of shared and individual criteria.”54 Here I think we should distinguish between
contextualism and relativism. I do not hold to the relativist position of radical incom
mensurability between paradigms. The historical fact that different scientists have been
able to argue together, for example, would indicate that a strong principle of incommen
surability is contrary to the actual practice of scientific debate. A good example of this
would be the debate between Galileo and his Aristotelian critics. They were able to
debate the issues just because their paradigms were not radically incommensurable.
Members of the two paradigms in astronomy understood each other, even thought they
also meant slightly different things by the same words. As Kuhn himself notes, this kind
of trans-paradigm dialogue is possible, but “for that we must go native, discover that one
is thinking and working in, not simply translating out of, a language that was previously
foreign.”55
With respect to the criteria for standards of good informal inference, I would continue to
hold to a diversity approach. Some standards may indeed be relevant only to that particular
discipline, or even a particular research program in that discipline. But there are surely a
large number of criteria and propositions that guide informal argument, are largely similar,
and overlap the different paradigms. Kuhn called these “shared values.”56 The more a stand
ard or epistemic value appears to be based upon reason and common human experience,
the more it may be a standard that can be shared between paradigms. For example, our
criterion of comprehensiveness would be an example of a standard for informal inference
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which can be used in a variety of contexts. However, the contextual thesis insists that the
meaning and application of these general criteria or propositions must be contextualized to
be fully of use in any given research program.
Perhaps philosophy of science, at this point, should borrow a page from the philosophy
of Thomas Aquinas. Shared criteria of informal inference, which overlap between several
research programs, may not have univocal meaning in all contexts. But that does not imply
their different uses are equivocal. The similarities and differences between “simplicity” or
“comprehensiveness” in different disciplines may best be describe as analogous. This pro
vides both for a weak incommensurability thesis, and yet allows for criteria of good infor
mal reasoning that are not relative to particular traditions of inquiry.
I suspect that a number of questions and objections may already have occurred to your
mind, with respect to this somewhat postmodern approach to Reids solution to the prob
lem of induction. One can be immediately laid to rest. Have I really tackled the problem of
induction, you may ask? After all, the problem is usually set forth in formal, logical terms.
And I have not answered the problem in those terms. Instead, my approach has been to
argue that in these terms there may not be a problem at all. Formal logic may be of limited
use, of course, but not of central import for evaluating informal arguments
There are, however, informal fallacies of reasoning as well as formal ones. Charges like
incoherence or circularity apply to both kinds of arguments. If, as is often maintained, the
principles of informal reasoning are circular in nature, then there will be a genuine problem
with the justification of our principles of informal inference. A circular argument is one
that states its conclusion as a premiss, often in a disguised manner. If there is at least one
principle for informal inference, whose justification is not based upon itself nor upon any
other informal principle of reasoning, then it will be false that all of the principles of infor
mal inference are circular in nature. We therefore need only one non-circular argument to
refute the claim that all the principles are circular. I have already argued, above, that accept
ing the principle of comprehensiveness in theory choice is not based upon experience, nor
informal argument. So there is at least one principle of informal inference that is not based
upon any other. Therefore, they cannot all be circular.
What we really need here is a particular argument that a specific principle of informal
inference is either circular, or perhaps baseless. We can then look and see if that is the case.
Wholesale arguments to this conclusion are not very convincing. Typically, we justify a
principle of informal argument by appeal to our background knowledge and/or our com
mon sense. Here I think Reid is right. For example, it is a principle of textual criticism that
(all other things being equal) the more difficult reading is more original. Asked to justify
this practice, the textual critic might point to our knowledge of the way that ancient texts
were copied, and the fact that scribes would be more likely to smooth over a difficult read
ing than to make it more complicated. If pressed further, the textual critic would supply
evidence from historical manuscripts describing the practices of ancient scribes, and so
forth. What would not be appealed to is the principle itself, in its own justification. It is
unlikely, as this example shows, that warrant for a principle of informal inference will circle
back upon itself as a general rule.
I have also suggested that some of the principles of informal inference from specific tra
ditions of inquiry may be justified by appeal to noetic warrant. Are there not serious prob
lems with such an appeal? Some philosophers may complain that supposed rational
intuitions are merely arbitrary. One philosopher s intuition is another philosopher’s non
sense. I have tried, above, to give good reasons why that need not be so. In particular, there
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seem to be signs or symptoms of times when an appeal to reason is legitimate and to be
expected. Moreover, the process of vindication would cut down on any arbitrariness. This
objection loses its force when we open proposed noetic concepts up to revision and criti
cism. Other philosophers might complain that truths of reason are not subject to correction
at all. Yet this complaint assumes we have a true, complete, and clear expression of the truth,
and this may not often be the case. Our particular way of expressing our rational insight
may need revision; or it may not turn out to be true at all, upon further investigation. We
can only talk about proposed noetic concepts that have been subject to careful critique.
These are fallible, however well established, and subject to further refinement. I should also
make clear that what we are aiming for here is truth, not “agreement” nor “consensus” nor
something “non-controversial.”
Finally, some philosophers seem to be afraid of anything that smacks of the postmodern,
or the post-foundational. I should clarify, then, that I have rejected classical foundationalism. The alternative is not relativism; at least that is not my conclusion. I am open to a
humble and modest form of “foundation” or ground for epistemic criteria.57 Indeed, the
concept of noetic warrant developed here could qualify as just that.

Back to the Rationality of Religion
Having spent so much time on the problem of induction, I think we are now ready to
investigate the rationality of truth-claims in the great world religions. The quest for knowl
edge in both science and theology shares in common the general characteristics of infor
mal reasoning we discovered in the philosophy of science and in general terms in sound
informal argument. The principles of reasoning in religions will be fallible, traditional,
diverse, and contextual. Yet here the context and tradition become very significant, as does
the personal character of this quest for truth. The religious quest involves all that we are,
including our feelings and our spirituality, as well as practices, morality, and rationality.
There is no quest for the religious ultimate that does not involved the seeker in the very act
of joining in the quest. The idea of an objective or value-free religious insight is a contra
diction in terms. Because the religious quest is so complex, so self-involved on the part of
the investigator and her community of faith, is it really so strange to find different cultures
and contexts coming up with diverse sacred writings and understandings of sacred reality
or God? For these reasons all theological truth-claims take place within diverse traditions
of inquiry. Generic theology based upon common human experience and nature does not
get us very far. And some progress can be made, and has been made, in the moral and
rational critique of various world religions. Some religions, like classical polytheism, have
been abandoned on rational grounds. But any developed understanding of sacred reality
will demand moving beyond common human experience and reason. The great world
religions are compatible with our experience, with reason, with science, and with most of
our common sense moral beliefs. They all call us to insights and ways of life that lead us
beyond the everyday world of nature, science, technology and common sense. It seems the
world has been made in such a way that many religious faiths, or none at all, can be equally
rational. Religious wisdom, therefore, is not irrational. It is just as valid a form of informal
reasoning as the informal logic of specific sciences. But religious wisdom demands par
ticipation in longstanding and conflicting traditions of inquiry. Religious truth is not irra
tional, nor is it unscientific, but it draws the worshipper beyond nature and common
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sense. The self-involving, faith-based religious quest for truth calls upon each of us to
contemplate that which lies beyond and behind our everyday world.
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position. See in more recent times, e.g., Bernard Lonergan, Insight (London: Longman, Green,
1957), or for induction, D. C. Williams, The Ground of Induction (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1947), and Bonjour, Defense.
28 I have been influenced in my thinking about noetic warrant and concepts by Hilary Putnam,
“Analycity and Apriority,” Midwest Studies in Philosophy 4 (1979), 423—471; rpt. in A Priori
Knowledge, ed. P. K. Moser (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987); and by S. Kripke, Naming
and Necessity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980).
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29 In Moser, A Priori Knowledge, 104.
30 R. G. Swinburne, “Analycity, necessity, and apriority,” Mind 84 (1975), 225-43, also rpt. in
Moser.
31 This point is made in Louise Marcil-Lacost, Claude Buffier and Thomas Reid (Montreal: McGillQueen’s University Press, 1982), 117.
32 Paul Moser makes this point in Moser, A Priori Knowledge, 7-9.
33 This kind of exploration does not validate the noetic warrant, but it can vindicate it. See, on this
distinction, H. Feigl, “De principiis non disputandum...?’, in Philosophical Analysis, ed. M. Black
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1950).
34 This procedure should satisfy Larry Laudan’s complaint against all intuitionist meta-methodologies that an intuition is not subject to further correction. See his “Some Problems Facing
Intuitionist Meta-methodologies,” Synthese 67 (1986), 115-29.
35 Inquiry, ch. 6, §20, (p. 83).
36 Imre Lakatos argued this for research programs in the natural sciences, in The Methodology of
Scientific Research Programmes: Philosophical Papers, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1977), while Alasdair MacIntyre makes a similar argument for first principles in moral
philosophy, in First Principles, Final Ends, and Contemporary Philosophical Issues (Aquinas
Lecture; Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1990).
37 I assume my opponent will agree that the meaning of a term comes from its use in a language
game.
38 Duhem, La theorie physique (Paris: Chevalier & Riviere, 1906), p. 218, cited in N. R. Hanson,
Patterns of Discovery (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961), p. 16. This work was trans
lated into English by P. Wiener, as The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1954).
39 Hanson, Patterns of Discovery, 30.
40 S. Toulmin, The Uses of Argument (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964), p. 15.
41 Lakatos explains himself most clearly in his radio lecture for the Open University, published as
“Science and pseudoscience,” in his Methodology.
42 See most recently, Larry Laudan, Beyond Positivism and Relativism: Theory, Method, and Evidence
(Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1996), which contains frequent references to Lakatos.
43 See also Alasdair MacIntyre, “Epistemological crises, dramatic narrative, and the philosophy
of science,” Monist 60 (1977), 453-72, reprinted in A. MacIntyre, The Tasks of Philosophy
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006).
44 W. P. Alston, “A ‘doxastic practice’ approach to epistemology,” in M. Clay and K. Lehrer (eds.)
Knowledge and Skepticism. (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1989).
45 See his “Cum Primal' printed in Marcil-Lacoste, Claude Buffier and Thomas Reid, p. 197. In an
unpublished letter, Reid noted, “That there may be innumerable self-evident Propositions I
acknowledge; but the greater part of these will be found to be trifling propositions as Mr. Locke
very justly calls them.” Birkwood Collection, T. Reid 2131.6 (II) (6); cited in Marcil-Lacoste,
68 n.
46 This point, which is basically Wittgensteinian, has been made by many authors, e.g., Will,
Induction and Justification.
47 Grue, you will recall, is a very complex color which is time-indexed. See Nelson Goodman, Fact,
Fiction and Forecast (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1955), p. 74. For a good defense
and explanation of the principle of simplicity, see Richard Swinburne, Simplicity as Evidence of
Truth (Milwaukee: Marquette University Press, 1997).
48 In other words, an inference that an explanation is “best” takes place against the background of
rival hypotheses. See Dennis Temple, “The contrast theory of why-questions,” Philosophy of
Science 55 (1988), 141-151; Peter Lipton,“The contrastive explanation and causal triangulation,”
Philosophy of Science 58 (1991), 687-97 and his Inference to the Best Explanation, 32-55.
49 Of course, in the short run, it may well be quite useful.
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50 From private correspondence with Charles Hughes concerning an earlier version of this essay.
51 “Eliminate all other factors and the one which remains must be the truth.” See the beginning of
the first chapter, entitled “The science of deduction,” in Arthur Conan Doyle’s story, The Sign of
Four.
52 David B. Annis uses this name in a different way in “A contextualist theory of epistemic justifica
tion,” American Philosophical Quarterly 15 (1978), 213-19. I discuss the view sometimes called
contextualism under the rubrics of failibilism and diversity, above.
53 T. Kuhn, The Essential Tension (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), p. 325.
54 T. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962),
p. 108 f.
55 Kuhn, Structure, p. 204.
56 Kuhn, Essential, pp. 321-22.
57 Such as that defended by William Alston. See his Epistemic Justification (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 1989).
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